The genetic and molecular mechanisms that underlie the amazing diversity of living species have been uncertain and contentious. We have been using stickleback fish as a model system to reveal how new traits evolve in natural populations. These fish have undergone widespread and repeated evolution in postglacial lakes and streams in the Northern Hemisphere. Dramatically different morphological forms can still be crossed, making it possible to genetically map the specific genes and DNA changes that underlie recurrent adaptation to new environments. Our studies show that new traits can evolve in natural populations through changes in the expression of key developmental control genes. Although the same control genes are essential for normal viability, regulatory changes make it possible for natural fish populations to evolve dramatic new phenotypes while preserving overall fitness. Strikingly, the same genes and mechanisms are used repeatedly when key differences evolve in many different lineages. With the advent of large-scale DNA comparative sequencing and genome editing methods, it is now becoming possible to extend these results more generally, providing new insights into evolution of many different organisms, including ourselves. doi:10.1016/j.mod.2017.04.551
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The evolution and development of butterfly eyespot patterns Antonia Monteiro, Heidi Connahs, Mainak Das Gupta National University of Singapore, Singapore Novel complex traits are thought to originate from the co-option of genes or larger regulatory networks, which are subsequently modified to perform a new function. My lab seeks to harness evidence for this process by studying the developmental origin of butterfly eyespot color patterns. Comparative work with museum specimens pointed to the origin of eyespots in nymphalid butterflies to around 90 million years ago. The expression of five eyespotassociated genes performed across 20 nymphalid species indicated that eyespots originated concurrently with the origin of expression of four of these genes in the center of these patterns. This suggests that a pre-existing gene regulatory network containing these genes was co-opted to aid in eyespot origins. We are currently testing the identity of this co-opted network by knocking out these genes to discover other butterfly traits affected, and by examining the regulatory sequences of genes likely internal to the network to identify eyespot-specific enhancers with additional pleiotropic roles. FAIRE-seq performed across wing libraries, made from wing tissue and species with and without eyespots, pointed to multiple candidate eyespot enhancer sequences. These enhancers are currently being tested for function in eyespot development via genomic deletions. Once eyespot enhancers are identified they will be tested for the ability to drive gene expression in a different, presumably ancestral, developmental context. The identification of pleiotropic enhancers will point to the original network that was co-opted to aid in the origin of eyespots. 
University of Bergen, Norway
Tunicates have for long been considered as proxys of the ancestral chordates, due to their low complexity and divergence from cephalochordates and vertebrates. This view was severely questioned when at last robust phylogenetic trees of chordates placed tunicates as the sister group of vertebrates. Tunicates may well represent the outcome of an anatomical regression from a more complex ancestor. One of the two genomes used in these trees was from the larvacean Oikopleura dioica, a pelagic species that keeps its tail throughout a very short life cycle. We will say a word about the development of Oikopleura and about its house, a spectacular innovation of larvaceans.
The evolution in larvaceans has been unusually rapid. The genome of Oikopleura lost the majority of old introns and virtually all ancient syntenic associations. In examining its numerous new introns, we found support for classical but weakly documented mechanisms of spliceosomal intron gain. To reconstruct the history of genome changes, we built and compared genome datasets from multiple larvacean species. While some specific features have been conserved among these genomes (e.g. the gene complement), others have considerably diverged such as coding sequences, genome sizes, or introns. We have focused on a novel type of non canonical introns that has invaded the genome in another larvacean family and will discuss their possible origin. Strikingly, all these species seem to have lost NHEJ, a major pathway for the repair of double strand breaks (DSBs). With two approaches, we could observe that Oikopleura instead repairs DSBs with a mechanism that exploits microhomologies near the break, as does the MMEJ pathway. Why larvaceans can have lost NHEJ is puzzling, but this loss may have to do with their very rapid evolution. How do changes in cell fate affect the function and performance of neural systems, in particular to adapt visual systems to their environment? For example, butterflies have improved color vision compared to other insects such as Drosophila. I will discuss how this is achieved by duplicating the (R7) photoreceptor cell: Each of the two R7s makes a stochastic choice to express the transcription factor Spineless, leading to three stochastic types of ommatidia (Spineless on/on, on/off or off/off), instead of the two found in Drosophila (Spineless on or off). We used CRISPR to decipher the function of Spineless in butterflies and showed that it controls the fate of the ommatidia. This shows that evolution can shape the visual system to adapt it to specific environmental conditions by modifying a more ancestral gene network that determines photoreceptor fate.
The opposite change occurs in the housefly Musca that has improved motion vision at the expense of color vision, again through changes in specification of cell fate. In a region of the male eye that is dedicated to chasing females (the "love spot"), R7 color photoreceptors express the broad spectrum rhodopsin normally used in motion vision. They are also rewired to connect to the motion processing centers for additional sensitivity. I will discuss the molecular basis for this fate transformation and modification of axon targeting.
Using insect eyes, we can show how developmental systems can be modified for specific function and how the incredible diversity of neural fates found in the visual system are properly specified during development. The dorsal part of the turtle shell, or the carapace, is made of modified ribs and the vertebral column. The structure is regarded as an example of evolutionary novelties because the topographical relationships between the ribs and the scapula is reversed as compared to that in other amniotes. To explain this, the folding theory assumes that the turtle-specific body plan was achieved through sequential developmental changes that proceeded in a stepwise manner. This involved the axial arrest of the rib primordia (turtle ribs are confined in the axial part of the embryo), peripheral growth of the carapacial anlage along the embryonic ridge called the carapacial ridge (CR), and inward folding of the ventral body wall to encapsulate the scapula. Survey of fossil records suggested that a lineage of marine reptiles experienced the axial arrest and loss of sternum about 250mya, which is consistent with the molecular clock estimate of the turtle-archosaurian dichotomy. The CR, specific to the turtle embryo, is characterized by turtle-specific expression of genes involved in the canonical Wnt signaling pathway, and functions in the marginal growth of the carapacial primordium, resulting in the fan-shaped pattern of the turtle ribs in the late phase of morphogenesis. Other turtle-specific genes were potentially responsible for the axial arrest of the ribs. A Triassic fossil animal, Odontochelys, assumed to have been in an ancestral lineage of the modern turtle, exhibited a morphology resembling the embryo of modern turtles before the folding. Such an anatomy is consistent that enhancement of the late CR function in late development has led to the acquisition of a round carapace, resulting in encapsulation of the scapula as an evolutionary novelty of the turtle lineage. To understand the progression from stem cells to differentiated tissues we are exploiting the simplifying aspects of root development. We have developed new experimental, analytical and imaging methods to identify networks functioning within different cell types and developmental stages of the root. We are particularly interested in a subnetwork that regulates a key asymmetric cell division of a stem cell and the regulatory networks that control differentiation of the stem cell's progeny. These networks are partially dependent on cell-to-cell signaling through movement of transcription factors. To quantify dynamic aspects of these networks, we are employing lightsheet microscopy to image accumulation of their different components. To find additional signaling molecules we performed ribosome profiling and identified putative peptide ligands. We have also uncovered a clock-like process responsible for the positioning of lateral roots along the root primary axis. Two sets of genes were identified that oscillate in opposite phases at the root tip and are involved in the production of prebranch sites, locations of future lateral roots. A derivative of the carotenoid biosynthesis pathway appears to act as a new mobile signal regulating root architecture.
This work is supported by grants from the NIH, NSF and the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation. Recent studies investigating the directed differentiation of human pluripotent stem cells have observed the spontaneous 3D patterning of tissue organoids, including brain, optic cup, stomach and intestine. Such protocols are based on a deep understanding of the normal processes of embryonic patterning of the tissue to be generated and upon an inherent capacity for self-organisation of cells within developing tissues. Development of the mammalian kidney involves reciprocal signalling between critical progenitor populations to drive the formation of a branching ureteric tree and a nephron-producing surrounding mesenchyme. Based on detailed temporospatial transcriptional and morphological analyses of kidney development, we have developed a protocol for the differentiation of human pluripotent stem cells into kidney organoids containing collecting duct epithelium, patterned and segmenting nephrons, surrounding interstitium and vasculature (1). This involves the stepwise induction of posterior primitive streak, anterior and posterior intermediate mesoderm and ultimately progenitors of all epithelial and non-epithelial components of the final organ. The development of this protocol opens the door on disease modelling and drug screening using organoids as a model of the kidney. In the longer term, such an approach may provide the requisite cell types for new therapies for kidney disease, including cellular therapy and bioengineered renal tissue. 
